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INTRODUCTIO1
The introduction of new inventions has

a1was

reacted

upon the older customs in ise--sornetimee unfavorably for
a time--and tais baß given rise to problemß in adjusting

the

old

nd the new.

broadcst-

The introduction of radio

ing in the last decade has been no excejition

and.

still raced with

trie

industries which

existed prior to its advent.

roo1eì of harmonizixig

mani examples in the past

histor1y

of such

it

we are

with the

There are

ajustmets

arid

the principles to be followed are, in general, similar.
The trend in such adjustments has

oeen towards directing

matters so that the public will have the maximum advanLage
of all t'pes of up-to-date service with the minimum dis-

ruption of existing utilities.
.ne public has been insistent

in their demands for

£etter entertainment, òetter reproduction from radio

receivers, and reception free from interference.

Broad-

casting companies are making advances in the production of

programs and their presentation

frm

stations, manufacturing companies

and.

the oroadeasting

research laboratories

are constantli improving radio receivers, and

e1ctrical

manufacturing companies are ex,ending a great deal of effort
in producing interference-free machines and devices.

Oper-

ating companies in both the power and the communication
fields are making improvemnts in the equipment the' have

2

in service and in the construction of new p1zit apparatu$.
In s)ite of the progress that has been made there are

ti1i

that ai e unsolved. One of these ith
which the peo1e of the western part o± the United States
are particulaxly interested is the rad.io interference from
high voltage insulators, especially those of the pin and..
jedestal
This
o± interference is not necessarily peculiar to any geographic location, but is more troublesome in the western part of the United. States for two
reasons: First, the extensive hd.roelectric d.evelopment
requires a large network of high-voltage tranemission lines
to transmit the power to the centers of population and.
secoiii, the broad.casting stations are few in number and
operate at relatively low power.
he result i3 that the
ratio of the field. strength o the broadcasting, station to
the field. strength of the interference is low compared to
that of other sections of the country. Ti!is resilts in
insatisactorì reception.
where are
o methods by which this ratio csn. be imman'y

prob1em

tes.

te

is to increase the numoer said power of the
broadcasting stations, ther3b increasing their field.

proved.

One

strength and. the other is to reduce the field. strength o±
the interference or to eliminate it entirely.
he Northwest Electric Light and. Power association
with tue assistance of the National Electric Jight ssociation began an investigation of the nature of this inter-

ferenee and methods for preventing it in 1929. The
Engineering Experiment Station of the Oregon State Collegó
was invited to conduct the investigation and the ixivitation
was accepted. It was in connection with this work that the
present thesis subject and material was obtained.
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CORONA FORMATION VOLTAGES

4
TEE CAUSE OF

RIO

ThTliFEEiCE FROM IULàTO1

Laboratory tests show conclusively that radio interference from high voltage insulators is caised. bi corona
discharges occuring at locations on the insulator where the
air is ionized

Large numbers

excessive dielectric flix concentration.

by

o

tests conucted in a darkened room shov

that the start of corona formation
are coincident.

.

end.

radio interference

diagram of the circuit

mining this relationship is shoi in Figure

4 shows

deter-

used. in
I

and.

Figure

the arrangement of the apparatus used in the
Iaoorator1;

investigation.

numerous tests were made to

eliminate interferel.Lce from the circuit without the insul-

ator in
were

iace over the range of voltages at

mde.

shielded

at

Qhe

.7hich the tests

conauctor is a polished 1/2 inch pipe well

the ends by grading rings and supported by

strain insulators of treated maple wood.

Tess proved

thi8

equipment to be free of corona for all vol;ages up to loo
¿ilovoits.

Elctic
of

Tne transformer is a standard.

lO-k.va. Testing

ll3/2o volts

ôO-ccle

eneral

ransformer with a voltage rating

to 110,000 volts.

was fou.nd free of interference at

This piece of

volLges up

apratus

to 50 kv.

insulators tested were nominally rated at from 63 to 70

The
v.

£hese ratings are line to line values hence for these tests
it

is

necessary to use only the voltages to neutral.

.nere-

tore, the voltages necessary to test the insuiatora under

actual operating potentials are never more than 40.5 Kv.
is

leaves an ample factor of safety for running these

particular tests.

11 metal

objects near the test line

were bonded. and either grounded or connected to the high

voltage circuit to

revent interference originating on such

objects associated. with or adjacent to the test circuit.
small motor generator set was used. for a source 3f

potential for these tests.

he voltage

frm te

shop

had.

srie pronounced harmonics in it that caused trouble in

determining the voltage ratio of the transformer and also
in the balancing circuit use3. for measuring the chantes

in the charging current flowing through the insulators

under test.

The large

mtor

generator set in the labora-

tory has a D.C. machine connected to it that gives radio

interference fr3m its commutator snd could not be used.
he 10 gv-a. alternator used. as a source of power was

driven by an indìction motor

and.

the field. for the genera-

tor was obtained from tue storage battery in the shop so

tht

it

was not necessary to run any D.C. machines

laboratory while maKing the tests.

in the

Voltage on the genera-

tor was controlled. by means of a rheostat in series with
the

battery so

good.

voltage control was posible.

he

stator winding of the generator is an interconnected. star

winding so that most o± the harmonic currents are eliminated
in the winding itsel±.

This source of voltage for the tests

ave no radio interference that

cou.ld..-oe

noticed on the

receiving set used.

voltae

the line was dterrnined b raeans of
a calibrated potextia1 coil. The calibration was obtained
bi connecting the transformer to the shielded conductor
with a test insulator in place and measuring the voltage
by means of a o.25-cm. sphere gap. The ratio of the
potential coil to the high-voltage winding is approximately
1000 to 1 but more accuracy is obtained. by taking a ratio
curve with the sphere gap. This ratio curve is included
in the appendix.
The radio set used in these tes$ is a field strength
measurliig set dve1oped by the .e11 Laboratories ±or
measuring the field strength of oroadcasting stations.
The receiver circuit Of this set is a standard suerheterodyne circuit consisting of an oscillator, a high freguenoi
detector, tìîree stages of intermediate frequency amplification, a low frequency detector iid one stage of audio
frequenoy amplification. Tne antenna is a center groune
loop.
set of rìead phones is provided ior listening to
tne output of the set
special audio transformer was
buiit for he output circuit of this set to complete some
tests that are descrioed later in this report.
The procedure for running the tests is to darken the
The

on

.

at night with ali light off thile looking
for visual corona on the surface of the insulator. Voltage
room or to work

7
i

applied to the line while an Dbserver, standing as close

to

the insaltor as

posib1e with sa±ety, which

for these

tests is approximatelj two or three feet, watches for the
first

apearance of corona

insulator.
or

Phis maj be the

oetween the shells.

possible

t

on a particular part of the

hed

of the insulator, the pin,

where are cases

casef

out thirnoles or conducting coatings,
and.

it

is im-

see the first appearance of corona as it

ocwir under the tie wire or, in the

the pin

'ihere

it

ma

ina

pin holes with-

appear between

the solid dielectric o± the insulator in such

a position that it cannot

oe

seen from the outside.

In-

sulators so designed and treated that there was no corona

formed under the tie wires or in the pin hole were used
for this part of the tests so that there could be no doubt
aoou.t

ein

the first appearance of corona and radio interference

coincident.

ñien

thevoltage at whichvisible corona

first appears has been definitely determined and read on
the voltmeter in the potential coil

o

the transformer the

radio set is connected so that the loop IS well coupled

with the line or

ith the ground circuit of tue insulator
radio inter-

and the voltage at which the first evidence

o

fereice is heard is read on the voltmeter.

This point is

checiec several times for accurcy.
2ests were made on several insulators of different

mases

d o± different designs

ia

the fact

tit initial

radio interference is coincident with initial formation
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ai

2:1

1TA

INSULATOR VISIBLE
CORONA

flvi

corm.

coatlnq
No,to+k c.oafinq on head and in

NUMBERED FROM HEAD TO PIN

pin hole

of visual corona was d.efinite1y determined.

A DISCUSSIO1

OF THE THEORY OF THE FO

iTIO1I OP CORONA

A consideration of the theory o± the ionization by
collision for gases
lead. to the

aociated

aia

the formaion of corona in air

conclusion that radio interference should be
;.'ith

corona formation.

The

elctron theory

aswnes that there are free ions

in the atrnoshere at all

times due to ionizing radiations

of

various kinds,

ne of

the most important o± which is probably cosmic radiation.

These ions or chexged 9articles have both positive and

negative jolarities.

Under the influence of the eleptric

field of a charged body these particles are either attracted.

to the

ciie

boì

cbarges.

r

repelled, depending upon the relation of

Under

the

influence of the electric field

the particles are given uniform acceleration until they

strike other particles or atoms in the space.

During this

acceleration period they acquire kinetic energy due to their
mass

and.

acceleration.

Upon collision with other particles

all or a part of this energy is

larger particle.

The

lost in the impact to the

ohr atom, which probabl? gives the

best available conception of the model o± a true atom,

assumes that the atom consists of a central nucleus of

positive and negative charges cntafriing an exces
positive charges.

of

lectrons rotate around this positive

nucleus in various orbics representing different eierg
levels. It is in rea1iti a mtniatiìre solar system, the

centrifugal force of the revo1vin electrons just corntue positive
jensating for the electrosatic attraction
nucleus. An energy change in the aton causes a change in
the arranoment of these electrons in their orbits. 4n
electron rna be removed. from its orbit b iinpting sufficient exiergy to the atom. I± a free electr3n acquires
enough energj under the influence o a dielectric field
during its acceleration period and. collid.es with n atom
it will remove an electron from the atom. This will leave
two negatively charged electrons an one atom pith a
positive charge in the space. This action is cumulative
and. the sp.ce surrounding the charged bo
is soon filled.
with charged. particles. The heavy positive particles are
relativel,y immobile while the eloctrons witn their relatively small mass are easiïi accelerated and are tne ones
tiìt cauie most of t1e ionization.
The f.ot tìut the
positive cnarges are relatively immobile is imjortaut in
connection with the formation of a space charge around.
conductors carrying high voltages arid will be considered

later in tì.is report.
particles carrying tne positive and. negative
charges are cornin. o3ether at various velocities at all
t1uìe. .t the higher velocities electrons are
iocked out
The

lo
of the atoms as we have seer.

Energy is given to the atom.

hen the charges come together at low velocities there may
a recombination and. the atom be restored to its original

state.

dien this happens energy is given u

This energy

by the atom.

pears in the form of radiations at vriois

frequeicies.
Conductors carrying high voltages may cause ionization
by collision since the dielectric fields are ccentrateà.
at

their surfaces.

This phenomenon depends on the size o±

the conductor, the crest value o± the line volta3e, the

mean sjacing between the atoms of the atmosphere which
depends on the atmospheric preeure

atad

teuerature, on

the spacing of the line wires and the condition of the

conauctor surface.
loss since energy

chemical action,

The formation of corona causes a line
is

and.

lost in the form of light, heat,

noise.

There is also an increase in

the conduction losses.

Energy storage is associated

corona around conductors.
the positive half

;ith the

formation of

When the voltage builds up on

f the cycle

to the ionization potential

of air electrons are attracted to the conductor from the

space ionized.

.2his

leaves a preponderance of positive

ions that have absorbea energy.

Other investigations show

that this extraction of electrons pea-sists until the crest

of th

voltage wave is reached.

e

the voltage decreases

11

to zero these positive ions are left in the space. On
the negative half of' the cc1e there is &iother ener

transfer. The positive
bt a certain amount is

sce

charge is partly iíeutra1ized

accurnu.lated. near the surCace of

subtracts from the negative otentia1 of
the line and. retards the formation of the negative space
cn.urge. In the process however, there is a change in the
energ,y storage. It has been demonstrated. that this storage
0± energy can 0e simulated. by tvio cond.enBers in series one
o:Z wich is shunted. b
a sphere gap in series with a high
resistance. 3j the use o± this circuuit characteristics
veri similar to actual corona are obtained. The similarit,
o± the characteristics proves conclustve1y that thê corona
energi storage and ischarge can ce comare to the charg-.
Ing anà discharging of the above circuit. This is important in this study because the change in the stored.
energy &id the changing of the constants o the circu.it
cause line oscillations that are radiated by the conJ.uoors
in the same manner that antennae cf broadcasting stations
radiate their signals. These radiations cover a wide band
of frequencies from the audible to beyond 1500 kiloc,icles
the upper limit of the broadcast oand. It is the radiation
in. the oroadcast frequenc,y band. that causes interference
in radio receivers.
the conductor

riô.

I

t
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THE

.

DIEiCRIC

I1SULTOR

CIRCUIT OF

consideration of the dielectric circuits of in-

su.lators of conventional design ;vill show that there are

types of high voltage

over stressed regions on the jresent

insulators where corona apjears at relatively very low
voltages.

hen

two parallel conducting electrodes of opposite

electrical polarity are separated by a non-conducting

medium of dielectric, a field of dielectric flux exists
between them.

2his field originates in one electrode and

The total amount o± the flax'ß'

terminates in the other.

,

in this field is directly proportional to the difference
in potential

Lrea

oetween the electrodes E, the cross-sectional

of the fields,

the absolute

ermittivity or the

ability of the .aterial to transmit the dieloctric flux
k

,

and inversely proportional to the distance between

the electrodes X.

Therefore

AkK

4f_E

(1)

where k is the relative permittivity of 1he dielectric with

respect to air and K is the absolute permittivity of the
air.

K-

(2)
4

V2

V is the velocity of light, Z x lO
The flux density D is

centimeters per second.

1l'
.1. *

EkK

D

A

illustrates
ing different ermittivities

Part

.,

Figure 2

(3)

X

parallel d.ielectrics havhave different flux densities
how

the impressed voltages are the same. In a uniform
field such as is eiïig considered, the voltage gradient g,
or potentiaJ. per unit distance in the field is,

when

g

(4)

;.Ä_
X

Putting

g

in equ.ation (3) and solving for g,

g=

we

have,

D

(5)

quation (5) shows that the voltage gradient or stress
on a

dielectric transmitting dielectric flux is d.irectly

pro1ortional to the flux densita,

ii1versely proportional
to the ease with which the dielectric transmits the flux.

It is therefore

and.

to

dielectrics are
transmitting the same dielectric flux in series, the
dielectric having tue lower permittivity will be subject
obvious that when

to the higher voltage gradient per unit thickness.
verí
simle case o porcelain and air in series is shown in
part B, Figure 2. i?or the condition shown, that is equal

thickness oi air and porcelain, the air is subject o b6
per cent of the voltage between electrodes and the porcelain to onl 14 per cent. I± the thicimess of the porcelain is increed and that of the air decreased the unit
stress or gradient in the air becomes veri much ;7orse than

14

that shown. in the illustration. These are the conditi3n5
that are present when air is used, as a dielectric in series
with high permittivity solid, dielectrics of all inds. The
equations derived above are limited to the uniform electric
field for simplicity. The principles are the same for the
non-uniform

field.

insulation of high voltage lines consists 3f two
dielectrics, air and some other solid insulating material
such as porcelain or glass. In the practical a,plication
of these gaseous and. solid materials, they are cornbiied in
series and parallel combinations in the dielectric circuit.
The air and solid materials have widel different dielectric
characteristics. thigh voltage insulator porcelain
iiuits t'ne dielectric flux approximately six ti.iies as readily
as air snà has a dielectric strength several times greater.
The gl.ss used. in modern high voltage glass insulators has
a perinittivity of approximately four and one naif times
that of air and like porcelain hs a dielectric strength
several times that of air. Because of the widely different
aûilities to transmit dielectric flux, it requires very
careful design to use air end porcelain, or J.r and glass,
in series colnbiLiations ;;ith hugh impressed voltages. Thin
air gais in series with thick sections of porcelain or
glass must 0e avoided in regions of strong electric field
to prevent failure of the air by ionization. This condition of excessive flux concentration is found in three
The

trs-

placee on mani of the conventional multi-shell pin-tipe

insulators as now designed.
a.

At the point vhere the conductor and.
the tie wire are not in intimate contact

with the head of the insulator.
b.

.

At the point of imperfect contact uetween
the pin hole and the pin or thimble.

3etween the snells of multi-part insu1tors.

1hen insulators designed. in this manner are used on high

voltage lines, the air in these thin gaps fails due to

ionization

b

collision and results in radio iiiterference

at relatively very low voltages.

2ests conducted in the

laboratory indicate that in the case of ordinary glass or

jorcelain insulators designed for an insulator operating
voltage of 40 kv. cause trouble at voltages as low as

8 kv.

wnen used without any sort o± treatment for the prevention
of radio interference.

ISUiTCJ.

CORONA.1

URRET

An insulator in service on a transmission line forms
part of the dielectiic circuit oetween the line and ground..

hen used on an alternating current line a chargtng current
will flor through the insulator
in

an

to

ground as current flows

condenser in an alternating current circuit.

Energy

is requred. to establish the dielectric field on one quarter

of the cycle

nd this energy

next quarter ciole.

is

returned to the circuit the

This constitutes the charging current

16

that is

uadrature with the voltage.
thece Is a criange in tne energy storage
the

saee

occurs.

e

IL

O±

have seen

that

the line due to

charge formed. around the conductor when corona

here is also a power component

current that
is caiiseìby the energ' lo3s in the ionizatioi phenomena
and the conduction of the dielectric. The current that
flows as a result of the corona phenomena is high1' oscillatory and in generJ. is different on the positive ami negative half waves. hen corona appears on insulators this
current will flow through the capacitance of the insulator
to ground.
studi o± this current was made b using a
low voltage catnode r&y oscillograph. Tue resulte of tiis
stua show that radio interference is associated with corona fornìation.
The low voltage catnode-ra oscil±ograh used in this
investigation depends for its operation upon a jet of
electrons moving at a high velocity, within a tuoe containing argon gas at low pressure and impinging upon a fluorescent screen. 2he argon gas is introduced to produce a
positive 8aoe charge for focusing the cathode stream and
make it ossiole to use lo; velocity loctrons for produ.cing this stream. This electron stream can be deflected.
from its normal course by transverse dielectric or :agnetic
fields, or b a combination of the two nd therebi made to
trace a definite figure on the iluorescent screen which
becomes luminous at the point at wh4ch the electrons strike.
o
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The figure is representative

the electric phenomena

o

taking place within the circuit oeing investigated, and
can be accurately interpreted. when the varius tuoe and

circuit constante are known.

These figures are traced

irrespective of the frequency' of'the voltage
produ.cing the deflection of the beam,

or

curret

because this beam ha8

,ractica1ly no mass WAd hence, no natura]. period. of ocillation, at least in the limits of the usual radio fre-

However, due to the relative imruobilit' of the

quencies.

positive

ioi

which are depended. upon for focusing in the

low voltage oscillograph, the beam Degins to lose sharpness
0± focus at about 1,000,000 c,ycles por second. for the usual

amplitL'des.

his low voltage

tipe of instrument is especiali

useful for this investigation because the low anode cathode
voltage gives low electron velocities in the cathod

High sensitivity is

and a resulting high sensitivity.
obtained. with low electron veiocit/
is

iverse1j proportional

magniiude of the currents

to tne
and.

stream

because tue sensitivity

electron velociti.

The

voltages studied. are so

small that anj other type ci oscilioraph would upset the

circuit constants to such an extent tnat it is douotful if

dependable results co:.id be ootaned.

The deflecting

forces used in this investigation were dielectric fields
for both the current and time scales.

o

measure the

corona current the voltage drop across a resistance through

which the corona current was flowing was applied to the
deflector plates and a trace directly proportional to the
in the resistance is the result obtained..

cu.rrent

The

deflector plates of the oscillograph tuoe have a capacitance of approximately 10

rn.m.

farad.s which,

for the

connections used, did not rnteria11' alter the

corna

current values.
e

is

a

low voltage cathode ray used in this investigation

áestern Electric Vacuum Tube Io.

24-B.

It

is mounted

in a dark oox for viewing in a brightly lighted. room

also arranged. so that pictures can be tagen.

standard film holder is placed in the

bx

and.

À.

and.

fili in a

the tube

moved. up until the fluorescent screen is in intimate contact

There is some bending of the film as the

with the film.

end of the tube is slightly convex.

jrevents good definition

n a

Imperfect critact
of the film but the

results are quite good as can be seen by referring to
'igures.5, ô,

and. 7.

The best definition is obtained bi

exposures of from one quarter to one half second when using

super-speed

ortrait film.

were also tried

ot

Panchromtic portrait films

verì little difference was found

in

the negatives obtained,. probably because the radiation from
the fluorescent material covered only a small part of the.

spectrum.

For these ivestigations it was necessary to place
the oscillograph quite close to the

1-the

carr'ing the

C2

R,

C3

TRANSFORM ER

I
I

,
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T
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I
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FIG. 3.

-CIRCUIT FOR OBSERVING AND TAKING

CATHODE RAY OSCILLOGRAMS OF THE CORONA
CURRENT ON INSULATORS BY BALANCING OUT
THE CHARGING CURRENT.

FIG. 4.

ARRANGEENT OF APPARATUS FOR IEASURING INSULATOR CORONA CURRENT.
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voltage for testing the insulators. Jecause of the
sensitivity of the oscillogra.ph it was necessary to cnstruct a shielding cage so that no stray dielectric fields
could affect the eain. The very great sensitivity of the
osciliograh is shown by the fact that an open wire
lighting circuit in the ceiling affected the beam before
the shielding cage was installed.
The circuit for studying the corona current flowing
through an insulator is shown in Figure 3.
of the apparatus as

it

shown in Figure 4.

The

The

arrangement

set up in the laboratory is
insulator to be studied is placed

was

tie vire the same as it would be in
balaicing condenser, C,
¿ctual service in the field.
n

the line with

a

is placed on the line as shown in Figure 3. In these
tes a treated glass insulator that was rree of corona up
to 50 v. was used for this balancing condenser. Two
resistances R1 and R2 were connected in series with the
insulator under test and. the insulator used tor a ba3ancing
condenser to grouxd. Txie resistiice R1 in seiea vitb the
balancing condenser was varibIe to inae the voltage droj
across R1 and R2 exactly the same when the insu.lator is

free of corona. One air uf deflector plates o the
oscillograph were connected across the circuit on the
insulator side and the balancing condenser side of the
resistances. These resistaìces, R1 and R2, were 3f the
order of

one megohm.

variable ai-r condenser,

C3, was

20

connected across the resistance in sertes with the insulator ander test in 3rder to balance the capacitance to

the anode cath3d. batteries and other appratu.s
connected to the opposite deflector plate of the oscilground

o±

lograh.
Voltage is impressed on the line and a charging cur-

rent flows through the insulator
tne balancing condenser to ground. This current flowing through the
resistance i and. R2 causes a resistance voltage drop.
If tne insulator capacitance 2 equals the cajiacitance of
tne balancing condenser 0j and tue resistances R2 and
are equal the v.lCage across the deflector plates of the
oscillograph will be zero. If there is a di±erence in
the capacitance of the insulator C2 and tLe balancing
condenser 0] this voltage cxì still Qe made to equal zero
°d adjustig the variable resistance i in series with the
ba1ancii.g condenser C1.

to bal&nce these voltages

and.

it will

impossible
obtain zero voltage on the

However

be

osciliograph unless the phase relations o± the tcio voltages
ar the sarrie. ithout he use o the variable air condenser C3 across the resistance R2 in series with the

insulator this balance can not be oained because the
capacitance of the circuit to groand. on the other deflector
plate changes the phase relation of the vcltage across R1.
3j connecting the variable condenser C3 across R2 and adjusting it to the proper value the phase relation of the

2].

voltages across

reistmce

R1 and. R2

R1 and.

can oe m.de the same.

condenser

Q

The

are adjusted until the

voltage across the ie±lector plates is equal to zero at a
voltage oelow the corona formation volte on the insulator
under test. .ith this adjustment ani change in the current
of the insulator C due to the formation o± corona i.11
then cause a current to flow in R2 that does not flow in
and the voltage across the osciflograph plates will io

longer oe zero Dut equal to the voltage drop cause1
the corona current flowing in R2. The cathode beam will
then be deflected b an amount proportional to the corona
curreit flowLg.
The horizontal deflector plates of the oscillograph
are 1aced across the output of a neon tube oscillator as

bis neon oscillator impresses a
sweeping voltage on the deflector plates of the oscillograph that increases exporentialL7 as the condenser G4 and
the plates of the neon tube are charged by the 150 volt
oscillator batter tnrou.gh tne high resistance its. This
sweeping voltage is quickly reduced to the starting value
when the condanser G is charged to the ionization fotenshown

.

tial

in Figure 3.

this point the tube sudden1'
becomes conducting and discharges 04 don to the extinction
voltage. his opration i.s repeated by the oscillator at
a frequency that can be accurateli synchronized. with the
of tne neon tube.

At

phenomena being observed or photographed

bthae adjustment

22

r C4. This oscillator voltage sweeps the
cathode be.m across the tube from right to left rather
slowly as the v.ltage builds up on the neon tube and
of either i

condenser arid then as the neon tube discnarges the beam is

quickl returned to the starting point
repeated.
The

and.

the cycle is

ordinary cyclograms obaiLed with the cathode ray

oscillograph are difficult to visualize without replotting
to rectangular coordinates. .y using this sweeping device
it is ossile obtain oscillograms in the ordinary
rectangular coordinates directly.
The metnod of procedure to determine tne corona current of an insulator at various voltages is to connect the
apparatus and the insulator to be tested. as shown in figure
3. Voltae is applied to the line through the transformer
and. regulated. 'o changing the series resistance in the
field circuit. This voltage is first brougtat up to a
value just below the voltage at which the insulator will
give radio iiiterference.
t tais voltage the resistance
R1 and the condenser C are adjusted to make the voltage
applied to the vertical deflector plates of the oscillograph zero. These adjustments are made while looking at
í

the oscil..ograh witnthe neon oscillator sweeping the

be

across the screen on what corres)ond.s to the X axis in
rectangular coordinates. ne resistance and caacitance
are adjusted so that the result

on -the

viewing screen of
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s long as the
the oci1iograph is a straight 1iìe.
capacitance of the insulator and the baLnctxig condenser

used. on the

is

made

line remain the

same

this adjutment
the liLe on this

s when

the voltage can be varied and

straight becaue the charging
current through the insulator and. the oalancirg condenser
viewing screen will remain

are proportional to the applied voltage

and.

the voltage

series resistaicesR1 and R2 will balance.
However, if there is a change in instantaneous impedance
of one condenser as when corona occurs on Cc there will be
drop across the

in the current flowing through R2
und. the difference in the voltages across the series resLtances will deflect the cathode beam of the oscillograph. Fig'res 5, 6,
7, give exaniplee of this chuge
in carrent for tn.ree types of inult rs at different
ap.lied voltages. In all cases radio interference wus
coi.ncid.ent with the irst appearance of corona cuirent as
seen on the screen of the oscillograph.
study of these oscillograms of corona current bring
out some interesting facts about the formation of corona
on insulators. Other investigators have studied the
foriation of corona ori conductors but as far as is known
no investigations have been made on insulators. The same
theory of ionization applies in both cases but the phenoniena on insulators are modified beQause of the presence
a corresponding change

d.

of the solid

dielectric.

24

formation of corona is an ionization b' collision
phenomenon as previously explained.. ihen the volte is
The

increased on the alternating carrent wave the free ions
are accelerated under the influence of the dielectric field
until they acqaire enough kinetic energy to liberate other
ions from atoms or molecules when they collide. On the
positive halt of the wave the eloctrons or negative ions
conductor. The heavy and. relatively
immobile positive ions remain in the space around the conductor, a longer time, adding their ositive field. to the
are attracted to

he

positive field of the conductor which extends the ionizing
gradient to a greater distance than would obtain for the
condtctor field alone. In this way the formation o± corona around a positive electrode is a growing process that
removes electrons from a relatively large space and
establishes a large positive space charge. On the surface
of an insulator an action similar to that on conductors
he dielectric flux ner the sirface 01 the
taxes place.
insulator produces ionization by collision when the voltage
is sufficiently high and tne positive space charge is
spred over the surface of the insulator adjacent to the
region o± ionization. The ionization phenomenon causes
his current transfers the energy
a crrerit to flow.
stored in the space charge and dissipated in the various
forms of radiation and loss associated with ionization by
collision. During the positive half of the cycle the

25

corona curient increases rather abrupt1y at the initial
corona starting voltage and. then dies away to zero at the

positive space charge then falls
back towards the conductor as the potential d.ecreases prothicing a high volt.ge gradient near the conductor and the
corona starts at a ver low voltage on the negative half
cacle. In the case of extrerne1 high voltage gradients
the corona actualli starts before the voltage reverses.
On the Legative half of the cycle the residual positive space cbrge in the air and on the surface of the
insulator gretl increases the voltage gradient to the
iegative conductor rìd when the critical gradient is
reached dischrges occur oetween the negative conductor and
tne positive s.ace charges. These discharges produce
sudden changes in energy storage and produce high frequency
oscillations on the line conductor that are radiated
radio i..terference. The oreakdov paths thus formed also
act as sharp conducting points from which corona atrea.mers
extend producing further oscillations anti radio interfererioe.
The long streamers forni at somewhat regular intervals

crest

o±

the wave.

The

along the conductor.
The

oscillogra!ns shown in Figures

corona curreit caused

by

ionization

ori

ô, and

7

are

insulators.

The

o±

tirae

scale is plotted, in seconds and the current ±lowing in the
insulator as a result o± the formation of corona is shown
in iicroamperes.

The

current calibratiowas

reail
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deterrnine

because the volta8e necessary to produce a

certain O.eflection on the tube was measured and the value
of the resistance R2 in the insulator circuit was known.
ifrom these data the current calibratin for tiie oscillograph was calculated. The curve of the voltage calioration
for the tube is $ven in the aperdix. 211e series resistance R2 was one megohm. One volt impressed n the plates
of the tube gives one mm. defiectioi.., hence the deflection
of one aim. when the insulator is in the circuit is
to one microampere flowing through the resistance R.
Pigure 5 is a series of oscillograms of the corona
current for a glass iLsulator at various voltages of from
lo to 40 ¿y., r.m.s. The circuit was balanced at 10 kv.
and the bean trace. a straight line as sho' in Figure SA.
The effect of ionizatioa begins to appear at 15 kv., Figure
5B. .ß trie voltage is increased to 40 .v. a difference is
nol.iced in the character o± the ositive and. negative
cu.rre.its. he positive hall' o the wave i relit1ve1y
distinct for ali. values of voltage. The negative half of

eal

is blurred at the higher current values. he
distinct trace of the positive half shows that the positive
phenomenon repeats quite faithfully on successive cycles.
the wave

The

corona current rises very abruptly and gradually dies

crest 3f the voltage wave. On the negative
half of the cjcle the badly blurred trace shows that the
current is oscillating at high freqaency and is much more
out near the
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erratic in its formation.

oscillations are larger
in amplitude and. are sustained for a 1oiger )eriod of time
on the negative thaxi on the positive h1f cicle. The
oscillating and. erratic character oi the negative half of

me

the wave tends to

These

the image more blurred since each

oscillogram is the result of

two or more

traces of the

cathode beam.

is

series of oscillograms of the current
caused by corona on a porcelain insulator under the same
voltage conditions as for the glass insulator. In this
set of ocillogrs the same considerations hold. as before.
iiere, however, the egative half of the wave is even more
erratic and. the positive half more oscillatori than ifl the
case of the glass Lisulator.
.'ire 7 is a series of oscillograms made of the corona
current on a porcelain insulator treated on the head. and
in tne pin hole with a silver ad. bismuth alloi to give a
co.d.ucting coating that will eliminate the overstressed
i?igure

o

a

areas around tne tie wire and the conductor and in trie pin
hole. Corona forms on the edges of this coating at the
higher volt: ges awai irom mi caiinix spaces ami since it
is not confined it has more neurly tie character of corona
formed on smooth conductors.

tie voltage
previous

two

Coro:ia doos not occur

has been increased, to 25

v. r.m.s.

until
in the

cases the corona on the negative half of the

c>cle causes greater circuit distua'barces

tun it

does on

the positive largely because of

its

niore sud.d.enl

disruptive

character.
In the case of the untreated insulators the first
fornation of corona occurs in confined spaces between the
conductor and. the porcelain or between the pin and. the
porcelain, on account of this fact the character of the
disturbance on the negative ai.d the positive hsjves of the
wave are more nearly the same.
Ihe use of the low voltage cathode ra ose iliograph
proved quite successful for studyin.g the formation of corona
on insulators nd some very interesting facts were found
that could not be recorded. on filrn. y visual ooserv.tion8
it w'-s possiûle to see tne oscillations quite distinctly
and notice any changes that tae place that cannot be
recorded. on a film because it is necessary to sweep the
he
oeam over the film sever. times to ma.ce a record.
highly osctl.tory nature of the corona currents on the
negative half of the cycle was rticular1y noticeb1e
t was also discovered that in
during visual operation.
general the ionization appeared first when the conductor
was positive. The difference in the a plied voltage oetween the appearance of the ionization on the two halves
of the cycle was so small that

it

was

impossible to measure

witLtiie aparatus used in the tests. The fornation of
the corona on the negative half of the cycle is abrupt and
almost immediately became worse than corona on the positive

FIG.

8.

CATHODE RAY OSCILLOGR2WS 0F RADIO

FERENC$ FRO: A GLASS flSTJLATOR.

INTER-

FIG. 9

CATHODE RAY OSCIOGRAMS OF RADIO IITìRFERENCE FROV A PORCELAIN INSULATOR.
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half.

these phenomena satisfactorily could
Lot oe ob'ained jhotographically with the cathode
oscillograh although rej.eated. attempts were made.
Tbi method suggests itself for the
e in ascertaining the first appearance of corona on in.iators in laboratory or tield testa.
t the present time there is considerable 1ac o agreement in determining the first
apearnce of corona by observation in a darkened room.
Bifferent observers outain widely different resui.ts ußle8e
the observations are ver' carefully nde
experienced
observerc. This oscillographic ithod would eliminate the
Records t

show

r'

of error.
A

S.iU$Y O.f

HE EFFEG.

O

CORONA I1TERPERELCE

A

RDIO SE

series of oscillograph were taken of the audiofrequency output of a super-heterodne receiver tuned for
a frequencì of 1000 ilocycles and receiving on1' the
radiations arom a laboratory line eqieC viit. one insulator. Figures b and 9 are the oscillograms obtained for
two of tne characteristic insulators tested. These osA

cillograms were

made

to observe the &ppearance

Of the

oscillograph tiit has no natural period
in the frequency baud sttidied. The amplification of the
set was different for Pigure b than for Figure 9 and
tnerefore coinprison of amplitude cannot oe made. lioever,

oscilitiors

on an

the

.ifference in the character of the signal frrn the

positive

and.

be easily

the negative half

f the line voltage wave can

The negative half of the wave cause8

observed..

the largest d.isturbce in all cases.

To ue absolutely

certain that tnis polarity was correct the voltage wave was
superimposed on the audio-.frequenci output of the radio set
and it was found. that the worst disturbance occ:rred on
the negative half of tue voltage wave.

The highly oscilla-

tori character of the negative wave is particuìar1

notice-

In this case the clisturoance apeared on tie positive

able.

half of the wave first but as soon as the negative corona

:1'5

it

is

much

Tne Duddell

extensive

v:orse

te

than the positive.

of oscillograph was used for a more

tudj of the output of tue radio receivii

set.

This type o± ascillorapìî uses viorating galvanometers
beam

suspended in a strong magnetic field.
reflected from the galvanometer mirror on
filin.

u.

of

light is

photograhic

àS the changes in the current flowing in the loop

of wire caases the mirror to vibrate the film is rotated
at a constant speed and. a record of the

crre.t is

::ad.e.

This tjpe of oscillograph has a sensitivity of approximately

0.006 amperes per mm.

It

was therefore riecessari to con

struct a special adio-frequenci transformer ior the output
of the radio receiving set to obtain satisfactor

vibrator

amplitude.
The 60-cycle voltage

i;ave

was pit on the same film to
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record. the

relation between the radio thterferaì.ce

imresseä. voltage.

TuLe voltage is

ten

volte

the

±rom the joten-

tial coil of the testing transformer which,

position with resect to the high

ac

thie

to its

winding of the

transformer, gives a true indication of the voltage im-

presseã on the line.
res.&ect to the high
arid

winding with

The polarit' of thi

vole

winding was carefullì checed

connected to the oscillograph in such a msnner that a

deflection above the zero axis corresponds

a positive

to

potential on the line conductor.
xecords were made on the three insulators
tested for corona currents.

reviousld

The radio receiving set was

tuned for a frequency of 1000 kiloccles wiich is at the
center of the oroadcast band.
set

Tie amplification of the

sept at a maximum at ail times.

The natura. vi-

bration period for the vib'ator used in this case is ap-

proximately 5000 cycles per second.

This fact is imper-

tant because the audio-frequencj interference noise currents

from the radio set are of that order of ±requencj.

2his

causes an overshooting of the galvanometer that records

excessive values of output current, in spite of the fact
that damping liq.uid is used in the vibrátor cell, and tuis
ina

give a wrong impression of the results.

Therefore great

care must be exercised if quantative measurements are at-

teipted with this tipe of oscillograh.
Figure lO is a series of Dudde

oscillograms of the
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v. glass insulator in
In general the radio noise on the

ou.tput of the rad.io set with a 70

place on the test line.
two halves of the ccle is the saìe. ihe natural period
of oscillation of the vibrator exaggerates the current
amplitudes out the general cnarcter o± the radio interference is shown ver,y clearly and its relation to the line
voltage is very .iell shown. The voltage at which corona

turts is lower

the voltage is increased above the
critictl corona volte clue to the space chtrge that is
formed around the surface of tue insulator. At 30 ¿y.
interCerence starts at zero voltage on the conductor. it
35 auid. 40 xcv. it starts before the voltage has reached zero.
.iS

comparison between these

oscilloraius nd those taen

on

insulator with a cathode rad oscillograph where
the natural period of the ii'istrument does not enter into
the cicle will give a better idea of trie actual magnitude
of the disturbançe.
figure ii is a series of oscillogranis f the output
of the radio receiving set with a standard 66 ¿V. poreelain insulator on the test line. In this case as in the
case of the glass isulator the general aearee of the
corona is the same n the positive and. the negative hLf
of the cdcle. There is not much difference in the interthe

same

ference rodu.ced b' the standard glass axid the standard.
porcelain Insulators.
.igure 12 is the output of the radio receiving set
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with a treated j.orcelain insulator n the test line. Corona
does not start n this insulator until the voltage has been

increased to ¿3.5 ¿V. In this cese the Uifierence in the
character o± the corona formation on the tvo half cycles
is roounced. ihe difference in the interference produced
by the positive and the iegative corona is very clearly
ehown in .?igure 13.
The confined area in vhich the corona forms in the case
of the standard glass and the stdard porcelain iiisulitor
wnuld cause the tNo halves of the voltage wave to roduce
mor3 nearly the same disturbce in a ra&io receiving set.
The varying air gap between the tie wire and the insulator
surface and also between the conductor nd the insulator
and in the p.n noie cause corona discharges on both the
ositive and. the negative half of the voltage e,cle that
do not have the space charge ef±ect that corona forming on
an unconfined. surface would have on any radiations. The
character o± the aisturbaice obtained. on the treated porcelain insulator demonstrates clearly that corona forming
on an aneonfineJ surface has the directional effect that
corona forming on a smooth conductor vould have.

Oscillograms were not

taen

with a treated glass insulator

on

the radio set output
the line because it was

o±

free of interfereí;ce for voltages weil above 40 ¿y. which
is trie normal operating vltage for 70 kv. insulators.
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fornation o± corona on the head., in the pin hole
or oetween the shells of high voltage pin type insulators
causez oscillations on transmission lines that are radiated.
and. interfere with radio receition in the broadcast band.
ihe )resent stand.ard insulators have regions o± overstressed air where corona forms producing radio interference
at approximately 25 per cent of the normal operating voltage.
Corona free and. hence iiiterîerence free insulators can
be made by the use of dielectric flux distribtors.
The corona currents for insulators can be observed. and
measured by means of the low voltage cathode ray oscilloThe

graph.

oscillo5raph can be usei as an indicator of tiie corna starting voltage oj eliminating the
personal element in visual observation.
In general the corona formed on the negative half of
the voltage cycle is more disturbing than that formed. on
the cositive half of the cycle.
he cathode ray
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